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DISPATCHES FROM THE WORLD OF DESIGN
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SWITCHED ON
What room couldn’t benefit from a little extra glow? While every  
one of these small accent lamps stands less than two feet high, each 
has a giant personality and adds a distinctive sculptural presence. 
From left: On My Mind mouth-blown opaline glass–and-brass lamp by 
Michael Anastassiades, $1,116. thefutureperfect.com. Oblique lamp with 
pierced-brass base and silk shade by CTO Lighting, $3,900. roomonline  

.com. Ongo polished-copper lamp by Jessica Corr for Tzelan, $600. 
tzelan .com. Scintilla table lamp with borosilicate tube, brass base,  
and LED bulb by Pietro Russo for Dante Goods & Bads, $1,495. garde 
shop .com. Tina Accent lamp with alabaster base and paper shade  
by Thomas O’Brien for Visual Comfort, $630. aerostudios.com
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1 / SLUMBER PARTY
DwellStudio’s Tangier Geo cotton duvet  
cover and shams offer an updated take on a 
Moroccan motif; a subtle fringe texture outlin-
ing the pattern adds tactile appeal. Comple-
mentary sheets and pillowcases are available.
Full/queen duvet, $249; standard sham set, $69; 
king size is available. dwellstudio.com

2 / TWIST AND SHOUT
A serpentine silhouette defines the  
Parrish étagère, part of Kate Spade New 
York’s furniture collection for EJ Victor. 
Interconnected rosewood shelves are  
supported by a gleaming brass frame. 
37• w. x 14• d. x 89• h., $2,800. katespade.com

3 / BORDER CROSSING
Alexander Andersson’s Luteca furniture  
line crosses the pared-down aesthetic of his 
native Sweden with the meticulous craftsman-
ship of his adopted Mexico. The O Chair is 
available in a range of four woods, four finishes, 
and leather in 91 colors; Walnut in Matte  
Black Oil with black leather and a rattan seat  
is shown. A leather seat option is also offered. 
21• w. x 25• d. x 33• h., $2,790. luteca.com

4 / BAND LEADERS
Graphic stripes bring Art Deco flair to  
Richard Brendon’s hand-painted Arc tableware 
for March. Made in Stoke-on-Trent, England, 
the bone-china plates come in Black and  
Turquoise. Matching bowls are also available.
9• salad plate, $130; 11• dinner plate, $150;  
marchsf.com

5 / FROM WHOLE CLOTH
Artist Kate Shepherd brings the vivid  
palette she uses in her large-scale paintings  
to a set of cotton napkins; each bears its  
own unique pattern of boldly colored  
geometric shapes. Made in India, the napkins 
come packaged in a white canvas tote. 
17• sq., $148 for 10. wer2-studio.com
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1 / RING TOSS
The Oracle hanging lamp by Australian  
lighting designer Christopher Boots is  
composed of two interlocking brass rings,  
each of which is embedded with 60-watt LEDs. 
Hand-Rubbed Brass, shown, is one of 10  
available finishes. Single-ring and triple-ring  
configurations are also available. 
35.5• dia., $14,285. thenwblk.com

2 / TURKISH DELIGHT
Ankara Burnt Orange is one of eight new 
styles—each named for the city that inspired 
it—in the Oscar de la Renta line of Tibetan  
carpets and dhurries for Elson & Company.  
The rugs are handmade from Himalayan  
wool by traditional Kathmandu weavers.
6• x 9•, $5,400; other sizes available. 
elsoncompany.com

3 / ON THE GRID
Bungalow 5’s Leger mirror nods to the  
arrangement of squares and rectangles in  
the paintings of Piet Mondrian and the  
architecture of Gerrit Rietveld. It features 
antiqued mirror, which is attached to a  
wood base and outlined by a metal frame. 
31.5• w. x 47• h., $1,043; other sizes available. 
bungalow5.com

4 / THE TIPPING POINT
Drawing upon Venetian glass blowing  
techniques, Los Angeles–based glass  
designer Nate Cotterman crafts barware  
with a contemporary twist. The Flow wine 
decanter comes in seven fanciful shapes. 
14• h. for tallest; $165 each. natecotterman.com

5 / OUT OF THE BLUE
English fashion designer Tracey Boyd  
recently partnered with Resource Decor for  
an eclectic furniture line that includes her 
streamlined B sofa. Shown in Vana Blue  
velvet—Cream leather is also available—it has  
a satin-finish brass frame and walnut arms.
83• w. x 32• d. x 31• h., $3,299. resourcedecor.com


